CARRIAGE HOUSE
GAZEBO DANCE PAVILION

Gazebo Set-Up Information

30 ft X 60 ft.

TABLE RENTAL with Linen
- Round tables with 6 chairs & linen $25 each
- High-top tables/no chairs $29 each
- Skirted rectangle able with linen $25 each
- Check to see if they do this or if you need to rent one for them. Many DJs bring their own.

LIGHTING IN GAZEBO
- Lighting: there are string lights inside the gazebo and 3 commercial ceiling fans
- Many DJs offer a lighting package that may be rented.
- There is one 20 AMP circuit to the gazebo

DANCE FLOOR RENTALS
Goggle EVENT RENTAL supplies. Welters does not rent dance floors

PORTABLE HEATERS
- Welters does not rent heaters
- Rent from EVENT RENTAL company or bring in your own
- There are drop sides around the gazebo

OUTDOOR BAR SET UP $175

DANCE FLOOR RENTAL
- Most events do not need a dance floor.
- Recommended Size: 24 X 16
- Dance floors come in 3X3 or 4X4 sections
- Rent from Event Rental Companies
- There is a list on our Recommended Services on wellersweddings.com

RAIN PLAN CIRCLE CEREMONY
- Circle Ceremony 24 chairs (red) for family; remaining stand
- This eliminates having to flip DJ & tables
- DJ does not have to move his set up or lighting
- Guests may use the tables you ordered for seating.
- Water and Lemonade will be set up prior to ceremony
-